Fact Sheet

Fire Safety

Complete fire safety information, available at the right time,
protects firefighters and saves lives

Know your hazards, before arriving on-scene
Respond safely to fires with full awareness of the on-scene
environment from pre-planning assessments, integrated
with real-time information and post-fire investigation tools.
Haystax fire safety and planning solutions go beyond just
digitizing paper-based assessments and maps to ensure

that firefighters have access to critical information such as
floor plans and building details before they arrive on-scene.
The system also ensures that all available information is
complete, current and updated.

Full safety awareness, in advance
Select from a collection of apps designed to manage fire pre-planning and
safety. Use the Assets app to create and update asset data (e.g., hazmat,
construction methods, ingress/egress, etc.), assign points of contact and attach
photos and key documents such as floor plans and emergency protocols.
Use the Assessments app to perform pre-planning assessments in the field,
eliminating paper assessments and creating a searchable database that can
help investigators detect patterns and trends. Use the Map app to view assets,
incidents, scheduled events and threat feeds from a geo-visual perspective.

Real-time fire activity monitoring
Gain instant visibility into calls for service and responses in progress on
the map or timeline feed—integrated with mobile reporting apps that send
back real-time data from the field. All information can be accessed through
secure web applications, allowing users to drill into any detail right from their
devices. The incident commander, fire chief or receiver of information can
thus focus on what is most important to them during a fire.

24/7 mobility speeds decision-making
Use your tablet or smartphone to take photos, write observations and locate
key rooms and entry points. Your data will show up instantly in the Incidents
app and also appear on the map, helping you see critical details in your
on-scene environment. Conduct instant post-fire damage assessments that
can provide critical details for investigators, and generate automated reports
directly from the system.
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Customer Success Stories
Houston Fire takes a risk-based approach to planning and ops support

The Houston Fire Department (HFD) has deployed the Haystax
system as its central repository for managing all data on
protected assets, as well as for fire pre-planning and hazard
assessment data. HFD selected Haystax because of the speed
at which applications could be deployed across the region, along
with our domain expertise and proven security and system
performance. Benefits of the system include improved ability to
connect emergency management services and law enforcement
with high-quality data, and standardization of fire planning and
response processes across the region. In addition, data access
times decreased from over 60 minutes to around 30 seconds.

Key Benefits
Mission-ready
Secure cloud-based applications
out of the box

Rapid insights
Empowers decision-makers with
actionable information

Standardized assessments
Improve accuracy and completeness
of pre-planning data

Cost-effective
Rapid deployment and user training,
and lower operating costs

Get started with a free trial
The best way to get to know our fire safety solution is to get your hands on the actual product – register for your
free trial now at www.haystax.com/products/fire-safety/.
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